CLASSY
PRO

QUICK START GUIDE
COFFEE AND MILK BASED BEVERAGES PREPARATIONS

ESPRESSO

ESPRESSO
x2

CAFFÈ
8 OZ.

ESPRESSO,
LUNGO or
MILK BASED
BEVERAGE
DOUBLE
SHOT*

*OPTIONAL FOR DOUBLE SHOT
DOUBLE SHOT is available
on Espresso and Milk based beverages
selection, pressing the Double Shot
button before the desired beverage
button and inserting the specific
capsule labeled “Espressox2”.

COFFEE 8 OZ.

1 Make sure machine is plugged in

2 Choose the right capsule according

3 Raise the chrome lever, insert

4 Press the desired beverage button, brewing will stop automatically once

prior to use and fill water tank.
Press the ON/OFF button to turn
on the machine. The button’s lights
will blink during warm up.
Machine is ready once lights stop blinking.

the capsule and lower the chrome lever.
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with the desired recipe.

the preset dose is reached; pressing a button again while brewing will stop
the brewing process.
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CLASSY
PRO

QUICK START GUIDE
DAILY CLEANING
Machine’s Milk unit must be cleaned at the end of each day.
If cleaning missed, the machine will automatically block milk brewing until this has been completed.

1

2

1

Press

2

Pull down

1 Remove the milk pipe from the milk

2 Clean the parts under running water,

3 Reassembly the milk unit and place

4 Press System Clean button and follow

5 Place the milk tube in a container

6 Place the milk tube in a container

container and disassemble the milk
unit from the machine.

steps shown on machine display.

being sure to use the brush provided
to clean inside milk unit pieces.
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containing cleaning solution (8 Oz.
min.). Place an empty glass under
the spouts (12 Oz. min.).
Press OK to confirm and start the
cleaning procedure.

into machine.

containing fresh water (8 Oz. min.)
to rinse the system and complete the
procedure. Machine is ready to brew
your beverage.
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